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The study estimates that closing the immigration loophole, which permits self-employed individuals
to compete for lower-skilled and lower-paying jobs with illegal aliens, could reduce the number of

new illegal aliens who come into this country by about half, increasing the wages of millions of native
workers. The study estimates that closing the immigration loophole, which permits self-employed
individuals to compete for lower-skilled and lower-paying jobs with illegal aliens, could reduce the

number of new illegal aliens who come into this country by about half, increasing the wages of
millions of native workers. The report notes that in an average year, about 900,000 illegal aliens are
admitted under the immigration laws, and that 95 percent of these are admitted on behalf of family
members, such as spouses and children, who are permitted to live and work in the United States. “In

order to prevent the influx of illegal aliens or reduce illegal immigration, some proposals would
require illegal aliens to obtain a work visa or lawful immigrant status prior to entering the United
States,” the report states. “Other proposals would create a new work visa to cover the needs of a

growing population of low-skilled workers, mostly from Mexico, who are entering the United States to
work on their own or in small businesses.” Regarding the latter proposal, the study noted: These

workers, mostly coming from Mexico, are primarily in the agricultural, construction, and restaurant
businesses. This immigrant group…currently has no pathway to the low-skilled labor market and

represents a relatively recent net addition to the U.S. labor force. Many of these migrants work on
their own as self-employed individuals (i.e., unincorporated sole proprietors or unincorporated sole
traders) or in small family-owned businesses. The most important characteristics of this immigrant

group are that the overwhelming majority (about 90 percent) of these workers do not have
authorization to work in the United States and that a significant fraction of these workers are illegal

aliens. Currently, these immigrants are ineligible for H-2B temporary visas to fill agricultural
positions. However, they are allowed to enter and work in the United States through other means

(e.g., the H-2A, H-2C, H-3, L-2, and L-1A visa categories). As Breitbart News noted, this is the second
study, just this month, to estimate the illegality of importing in-demand illegal aliens to undercut the

salaries of America’
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